
Other Red Ribbon week events 

We  had the privilege of going to 

Shasta High School and Foothill 

High School to do Casey’s Pledge 

and pass out red ribbons. Shasta 

County Health and Human Services 

went to these schools with a multi 

media presentation about making 

good choices with your life. It was 

an inspirational and  educational 

video presented on three large 

screens. After the presentation we 

were available to chat with the    

students and give them the oppor-

tunity to sign Casey’s Pledge. 
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 A Sobering Point of View 

Red Ribbon Week Proclamation from the Board of Supervisors 

 We are very proud of these two ladies 

from Enterprise High School. Paige and Patty 

moved us all as they spoke about their choice to 

remain drug free and the people and programs 

that have changed their lives. Each one spoke 

about being a part of Friday Night Live (FNL)      

mentoring and the Shasta County FNL chapter 

and how they have gained so much from the 

opportunities  presented to them through those 

programs.  

 Paige and Patty spoke with grace 

and compassion. There was not an adult in 

the room who wasn’t impressed and       

inspired by the two of them. Supervisor 

Linda Hartman even spoke up and thanked 

the girls for their inspiring words. 

Photo courtesy of Sarah Lynn Photography 

(The young lady to the left and the 
gentlemen above, helped us pass out 

ribbons and collect the pledges on Hal-

loween at Shasta High School. Below 
on the left we are at Foothill and the 

whole group is pictured below at 

Shasta) 

Enterprise High School students accepting the Red Ribbon 
Week Proclamation from the Board of Supervisors 



Signs That Your Child May be Using Marijuana 

Research shows that at least 

40 percent of teens try        
marijuana before they graduate 
from high school. How can you 
tell if your child is using?  
 
Sometimes you can see the 
signs:  

Dizziness and unsteadiness 

in walking 

Silliness and giggles     

without reason 

Red, bloodshot eyes 

Difficulty remembering 

things that just happened 

 You should also 
look for signs of withdrawal, 
depression, fatigue,       
careless grooming, hostility 
and deteriorating relation-
ships with family and 
friends. There may also be 
changes in academic       

performance, increased  
absenteeism or truancy, 
loss of interest in favorite 
activities, and changes in 
eating and sleeping habits. 

Other signs to be aware of   
include the following: 

Drug paraphernalia,       

including pipes and rolling    
papers 

Odors in clothes or in the 

bedroom 

Use of incense and other 

deodorizers 

Use of eye drops 

Clothing, posters and 

jewelry that 
promote 
drug use 

Taken from 

Parenting.org 

only FDA-approved            

medications are legal to       

prescribe---and marijuana is not 

one of those. 

 You may wonder why 

marijuana isn’t an FDA-

approved medicine.  Actually, 

THC is an FDA-approved 

medication.  It was shown in 

carefully controlled clinical 

trials to have therapeutic benefit 

for relieving nausea associated 

with cancer chemotherapy and 

stimulating appetite in patients 

with wasting syndrome that 

often accompanies AIDS. 

However, the scientific        

evidence to date is not suffi-

cient for the marijuana plant to 

gain FDA approval, why? 

  There have not been 

Marijuana is Not a   

Medicine 
 

 The election has come 

and gone and the one thing im-

portant to remember, no matter 

what the outcome, is that mari-

juana is not a medicine. 

Some people have argued that 

marijuana’s reported beneficial 

effects on a variety of symptoms 

justify its legalization as a    

medicine for certain patients.  

Often the potential harm of  

marijuana use is not considered 

in these arguments, although risk 

is part of what the U.S. Food and 

Drug Administration (FDA)  

assesses when deciding whether 

to approve a medicine. 

 Under Federal Law, 

enough clinical trials showing 

that the benefits of marijuana 

outweigh its risks in patients 

with the symptoms it is meant to 

treat. 

 To be considered a  

legitimate medicine, a substance 

must have well-defined and 

measureable ingredients that are 

consistent from one unit to the 

next.  This consistency allows 

doctors to determine the dose 

and frequency. 

Marijuana also has certain 

adverse health effects that must 

be taken into account.  Because 

it is usually smoked, marijuana 

can cause or worsen respiratory 

symptoms. 

 

Continued on Next page…… 
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Stay Safe this 

Holiday Season 
 

Since the Holidays  
are so quickly       
approaching here are 
some tips from the 
CHP on how to      
prevent drunk driving 

crashes. CHP posted 
these last August to 
prepare for Labor  
Day weekend. 

 

Designate a      

non-drinking driver in 

advance or plan for 

alternative         

transportation if you 

will be consuming   

alcohol. 

If hosting a party, 

provide non-alcoholic 

drinks for the       

designated driver. 

Buckle up or wear 

proper safety      

equipment, depending 

on your mode of 

travel. 

Establish and  

enforce a distraction-

free zone behind the 

wheel. 

Leave plenty of 

time to get to your 

destination, so you 

are not speeding to 

get somewhere. 

Get plenty of rest 

and, if possible,     

coordinate with your 

passengers so that no 

one is driving while 

fatigued. 
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 ASC was on the Radio ! 

Upcoming events! 
 

Nov. 11th 
Veterans Day 

 
Nov. 14th 

VIP 
Injury Prevention Coalition 

 
Nov. 22nd 

Thanksgiving 
 

*Our November Executive 
Committee and Coalition 
Meeting are being moved 

to a later date. Call  
241-5958 for more  

information 
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Happy Birthday to 
Peter and Tané on 

November 10th 

Marijuana is Not a Medicine continued: 

 But the biggest concern we should 

all have is that the growing acceptance of 

medical marijuana may be influencing how 

young people perceive the harm associated 

with marijuana use generally.  Research 

shows that as high school seniors’        

perception of marijuana’s risk goes down, 

their marijuana use goes up. Surveys show 

significant increases among 10th and 12th 

graders for daily, current, and past-year 

marijuana use which now surpasses ciga-

rette smoking. 

 A Sobering Choice was     

represented by Cathy Grindstaff    

recently in a Public Broadcasting Ra-

dio Show     addressing the health as-

pects of   medical marijuana.  She was 

joined in a panel discussion by Sheriff 

Bosenko; Josh Lowery, ADA; Wendy 

Millis, Shasta Public Health; and two 

nursing students from Chico State.    

 The students, Gary Gaskey 

and Barbara Klotz, were challenged to 

present several topics dealing with 

marijuana and  health.  Topics of dis-

cussion included whether marijuana is 

a medicine,  what types of medical 

conditions may warrant marijuana use, 

addiction, memory loss, youth brain 

development, and         

 

marijuana’s impact on your heart 

and lungs, to name a few.  They 

covered a lot of information and it 

was well received by the listening 

audience.  

  We have come to the 

conclusion that one hour is not 

enough time to cover this        

controversial topic.  

Thanks to both 

Gary and Barbara 

for    allowing A       

Sobering Choice to 

be a part of this 

important issue. 

ASC At Simpson University 

The above photo is of ASC members at 

the Simpson University Health Fair held a 

couple of weeks ago. There were several 

different vendors at the fair sharing      

information on health careers and        

opportunities, including nursing, dentistry, 

eye doctors, blood banks, and a few      

others. ASC shared information on the X 

the Text campaign that Shasta County 

FNL put on. We also gave students the 

opportunity to take Casey’s Pledge and 

passed out drug and alcohol abuse       

information. 



you. Show them how you balance 
your checking account, fold your 
laundry, plant a garden, buy a car, 
order from a menu, strategize to win 
a game, paint a house, fix anything 
you know how to fix. Engage with 
them so they are not afraid to en-
gage this world. 

Ask them what song they are cur-
rently loving. Ask them what the 
lyrics mean  or what they think they 
means. This is a great opportunity to 
learn, teach and reflect on what they 
are putting into their minds. Engage 
them in a conversation about 
whether or not they agree with the 
music and its message. Is this music 
a reflection of their life or what they 
think life should be? Music is a beau-
tiful connection to teenagers and 
their life. What are you listening to? 
Talk about that too. 

Invite them to bring other friends 
around to hang out. 

Do something fun with them. Laugh 
together. 

96.1% of respondents said they were 

very unlikely to continue to drive under 

the influence. 

92.3% of respondents indicated that 

the single best reason not to drive  

under the influence was that they 

could hurt or kill someone. 

36.5% said that in the future they will 

never drink again. 

63.5% said that in the future they will 

drink but not drive afterward. 

4.1% of VIP participants were cited for 

marijuana 

4.1% of VIP participants were cited for 

prescription drugs. 
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A Sobering Choice is partially funded by a Drug Free Community Grant 

Often adults are intimidated to talk to 

teenagers. They seem scary, from a differ-
ent planet, or just disinterested. The truth 
is that they are full of ideas and creativity. 
They are nervous about the future and in 
need of some guidance; someone to listen 
to them and be interested in them. Here 
are a few tips on how to start a conversa-
tion:  
 

Ask what they are interested in, then 
ask questions about that 

Come to their events and show your 
support. Go to  sports games, plays, 
performances 

Smile at them and say hello even if 
they look grumpy 

Spend time with them even if it means 
playing a video game or sitting 
through an hour of random Youtube 
videos (you will be entertained) 

Ask about what other kids are into 
these days 

Ask what YOLO means 

Give them opportunities to learn from 

Victim Impact Panel  

Statistic from October 

 

 

Engage your teenager or any teenager in a 

conversation, show them you care 

 

Mission Statement 
 

A Sobering Choice is a community–based youth and adult 
led coalition dedicated to reducing incidents of driving under 

the influence of  
alcohol and other related drugs among the youth and 

adults of Shasta County.  

 

Other Community Re-
sources 

 
Shasta County FNL 

241-5958 
 
 

Think Again Shasta 
Thinkagainshasta.info 

 
 

Injury Prevention Coalition 


